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The
Yellowhead
Route

“True, the adoption of this route has robbed the construction of the Grand Trunk
Pacific of spectacular engineering achievements. One looks in vain for those
wonderful loops and spirals by which other lines ascend and descend the
mountain chains. Yet the most impressive feature about this railway is the fact
that it crosses the awe-inspiring Rocky Mountains at a lower altitude and with a
greater ease than many other lines span the rolling desert, and it does that
without recourse to prodigious, costly, or picturesque work.”

F.A. Talbot

The Railways

The Railways

The Leaders

Sir Wilfrid Laurier

Charles Melville Hays

Sir William Mackenzie

Sir Donald Mann

All men of vision, determined, competitive, and with an unshakable belief
in the vast potential of Canada.

Transcontinental Empires
With the availability of what seemed like unlimited government subsidies and guarantees,
both GTPR and CNoR were bent on the construction of their own transcontinental empires.

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
• The GTPR chose a Pacific coast terminus
on Kaien Island in Northern B.C. due in part
to the closer proximity of this location to the
Pacific Rim (subsequently named Prince Rupert)

Canadian Northern Railway
• The CNoR chose a Pacific coast terminus just
inland from Vancouver at a location on the Fraser
River they called Port Mann. From there lines
would be constructed to extend to Vancouver and
to the delta of the Fraser River.

Prince Rupert

Port Mann

• Construction commenced eastward from
Prince Rupert in 1908 and continued
westward from Edmonton in 1909.

• Construction commenced both westward from
Edmonton and eastward from Port Mann in
1910.

Two Railways through the Yellowhead
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway

• The GTPR surveyed several prospective
routes through the Rocky Mountains.

• The choice of their final route was closely
guarded until their plans to build through the
Yellowhead were filed with the Department of
Railways and Canals in 1906.
• After considerable lobbying by the rival
companies, GTPR was granted first rights to
build through the Yellowhead.

Canadian Northern Railway

• Although CNoR had filed plans to build through
the Yellowhead before the GTPR, no intended
Pacific coast terminus had been shown in these
plans.
• The federal government viewed the CNoR plans
as incomplete and approved the GTPR plans first.
• The CNoR was thus forced to resurvey and
modify their route through the Yellowhead Pass.

GTPR Chief Engineer B.B. Kelliher’s Yellowhead Recommendation Letter

“the route via Yellowhead Pass is
recommended as incomparably the
best available for the location of the
GTPR . . . ”

“It admits of a 0.4% grade against
westbound traffic between
Edmonton and the coast . . . and a
0.4% grade against eastbound
traffic except about 20 miles of
1.0% between Miles 290 and 310”

GTPR Chief Engineer B.B. Kelliher’s Yellowhead Recommendation Letter

Factors Considered
Helper Engines

Rise and Fall
First Cost
Curvature

Traffic

GTPR Chief Engineer B.B. Kelliher’s Yellowhead Recommendation Letter

GTPR Chief Engineer B.B. Kelliher’s Yellowhead Recommendation Letter

First Cost to be Last Cost
• Both the GTPR and CNoR set very
high standards for their new lines to
the Pacific Coast. This was likely
the result of:

• an abundance of loan
guarantees;
• a desire to have a future
operating advantage;
• lessons learned from the CPR;
• the influence of the latest in
Engineering practices.
(Wellington’s Economic Theory of
Railway Location)

• Both railways were determined that
“first cost would be last cost”.

Wellington’s Economic
Theory of Railway
Location - 1895

The Highest Standards
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway

Canadian Northern Railway

• The standard to be used for construction
appears to have been largely driven by Hays
himself.

• Prior to construction of their line to the Pacific
coast, CNoR had largely balanced
construction costs to the traffic available.

• The line would be constructed to a standard to
equal the GTP main line between Toronto and
Montreal.

• By 1910, the construction of an inexpensive
line to be improved later was regarded as an
expensive and impractical procedure.

• Compensated ruling grades were not to exceed
4/10ths of one percent.

• Canadian Northern appointed T.H. White as
Field Engineer. Mr. White had come from the
CPR and was determined to avoid the CPR
experience.

• Curves were not to exceed 6 degrees.
• Steel bridges and heavy rail would be used.

• After Hays death with the sinking of the Titanic,
these standards were maintained by Division
Engineer C.C Van Arsdoll, who became known
as “Four Tenths Van”.

• Ruling grades were not to exceed 1/2 of one
percent (Uncompensated?).
• Curves were not to exceed 6 degrees
• Steel bridges would be used

The Yellowhead Pass
The GTPR was completed through the Yellowhead in 1911 and the CNoR
followed in 1913. While the physical challenges were not great, the choice of
the Yellowhead Route in combination with the very high standards employed
produced two of the finest railways to cross the Continental Divide.
Between Jasper and Resplendent (45 miles)
•No gradient exceeded 0.5 %
•No curve exceeded 6 degrees
•1 tunnel with a length of 315 feet
•No significant structures

North American Railways - Comparative Grades and Elevations
Railway

Primary Passes

Maximum Maximum
Grade
Elevation

Canadian Northern

Yellowhead, Albreda

0.7%

3,706

Grand Trunk Pacific

Yellowhead

1.0%

3,724

1.8%

8,013

Marias, Stevens

2.0%

5,202

Canadian Pacific

Kicking Horse, Rogers

2.2%

5,321

Northern Pacific

Homestake, Bozeman

2.2%

5,500

Pipestone, Snowqualmie

2.5%

6,322

Tennessee, Silver Zone, Beckwourth

2.5%

10,240

Raton, Glorieta, Campbell, Cajon

2.6%

7,421

Union Pacific
Great Northern

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Western Pacific / Denver & Rio Grande Western
Sante Fe

Yellowhead Pass Track Profile
GTPR Grade
Compensation
0.04% per degree

CNoR No Grade
Compensation ??

CPR Evaluation of GTPR
August 11, 1914
“If there is any general
criticism to be made of this
road it is that the design is
too good to be justifiable by
the amount of traffic in sight.”

Completion
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
• The Grand Trunk Pacific route to the Pacific
was completed with a last spike ceremony at
Fort Fraser, B.C. on April 7th, 1914.

Canadian Northern Railway
• The Canadian Northern route to the Pacific was
completed with a last spike ceremony at Basque,
B.C on January 23, 1915.

Consolidation through the Yellowhead
Phase One - War Measures Act 1917

Red line indicates the joint track following the 1917 rationalization.

Consolidation through the Yellowhead
Phase Two –Reclaiming the GTPR Yellowhead to Rainbow
• In 1924, the old Grand Truck Pacific between Yellowhead and Rainbow was relaid,
rehabilitated, and reopened. The Canadian Northern track between these locations was
subsequently abandoned. This completed the consolidation of the duplicate trackage
between Edmonton and Red Pass Junction.
• The eventual mileage of each railway’s former main lines between Edmonton and Red
Pass used for the mainline of the Canadian National Railway was as follows:
GTPR – 213.35 miles
CNoR - 59.87 miles

.
Still Existing Canadian Northern Bridge Piers in the Yellowhead

Failure of the CNoR and GTPR
The spectacular waste of constructing and operating two expensive
railways through difficult territory when there was barely enough traffic for
one led to the failure of both the Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk
Pacific within 5 years of the railways being completed.
These failures were the result of:
•Too much railway, not enough traffic
•Extremely expensive construction and huge debt
•The effects of World War I
•On September 6th, 1918 Canadian Northern was nationalized.
•On March 7th, 1919 Grand Trunk Pacific was nationalized.
Both railways became part of the newly
incorporated Canadian National Railway system.
CN has been the beneficiary of the route and high
standards of the CNoR and GTPR ever since.

The Tete Jaune Cut-Off - 1983
To Red
Pass Jct.

To
Prince
Rupert

To Vancouver

GTPR - 1912
CNoR - 1915
Tete Jaune Cut-Off - 1983

• In 1983, CN extracted one final
benefit from the former GTPR and
CNoR duplicate routes west of
Red Pass Jct. by constructing the
new Tete Jaune cut-off.
• This new 10 mile connection
effectively allowed all eastbound
trains from either Vancouver or
Prince Rupert to run on the lighter
0.7% CNoR grade west of Red
Pass and all westbound trains to
run down the 1.0% grade of the
former GTPR.
• It also effectively created 30 miles
of double track for CN on their
core transcontinental main line
route to Vancouver.

Two Fallen Flags Leaving a Formidable Route
Legacy for the Canadian National

Time Permitting

Engineering Challenges to the West of the Yellowhead
GTPR

Building a flat land railway through the mountains of northern British Columbia

Engineering Challenges to the West of the Yellowhead
GTPR

Carving 100 miles of right-of-way along the banks of the Skeena River

Engineering Challenges to the West of the Yellowhead
GTPR

60 miles of absolutely level grade through the Coast Mountains

Engineering Challenges to the West of the Yellowhead
Canadian Northern

Construction on the cliff directly above the operational GTPR west of Red Pass

Engineering Challenges to the West of the Yellowhead
Canadian Northern

Wrong side of the
Thompson and Fraser
Rivers

Engineering Challenges to the West of the Yellowhead
Canadian Northern

Continuous rock work through the treacherous Fraser Canyon

Engineering Challenges to the West of the Yellowhead
Canadian Northern
Numerous Significant Bridges

